Abstract. This paper deals with stability aspects of delay differential equations with general distributed delays. The objective is to show that, frequently, general distributed delays are not harder to handle than discrete delays. This is accomplished by treating two-dimensional systems of differential delay equations with distributed delays via several different approaches. All of these approaches are general, effective, and easy to apply.
1. Introduction. Frequently, models of real life systems consist of linear or nonlinear delay differential equations. Most studies on these models, as in the case of ordinary differential equations, start from the local stability analysis of some special solutions (often steady state) in order to answer the question of how delays affect the stability of these systems. For this purpose, the standard approach is to analyze the stability of the linearized equations about the special solution. If the delay differential equations are autonomous and the special solution is a constant, then the linearized equations take the form of linear autonomous delay differential equations. The stability of the trivial solution of the linearized equations depends on the location of the roots of the associated characteristic equations. General theory and applications of delay differential equations can be found in [5] , Most of the existing results are established for systems of equations with discrete delays (e.g., [1] [2] [3] [4] 7] ). These results do not seem to have any obvious analogues for their more general distributed delay counterparts. However, a more careful second examination of their proofs may reveal some natural generalizations of some kind. This can be seen from our analysis of the following general two-dimensional system of linear differential equations with (infinite) distributed delays: 
where ajj are real, t < +00, and
i.e., t]j have finite total variations. System (1.1) has the following system as a special case:
where are real and t|; , r2j, ;, £2jj = 1, ... , m, are nonnegative constants. System (1.2) is studied in Freedman and Gopalsamy [3] , where sufficient conditions of nonoccurrence of stability switching are established. This is also our objective for system (1.1) in this paper. Our approaches in principle are similar to those of Freedman and Gopalsamy [3] , which exploit the fact that stability switching is possible only when the corresponding characteristic equation has pure imaginary roots. This important observation is rigorously proved in the following lemma. Let I -A(<5) be any root of f[X, ol) = 0. If we place a small disk around X{a), then for a sufficient close to a, the total multiplicity of roots of f(X, a) = 0 in the disk equals the multiplicity of A(a). Hence, from Rouche's theorem, we see that as a changes, A(a) changes accordingly, and it will not suddenly disappear or appear or change its multiplicity at a finite point in the complex plane.
Suppose that M(a) changes but that no roots appear on and cross the imaginary axis. This can only occur due to the appearance of a root bifurcating from infinity. 
By virtue of Lemma 1.1, we know that system (1.1) may change stability only if its characteristic equation can have pure imaginary roots. In the following, we try to find conditions that imply Eq. (2.6) has no pure imaginary roots. We let X = ico in Eq. (2.6) and separate the real and imaginary parts of Eq. (2.6). We obtain A sufficient condition for there to be no stability switches is that Eq. (2.10) not be satisfied for any real co. This is equivalent to g{co) = co4 + in] -2 n2 -p2)co2 -2 P(y + S)co ~{y + 8)2 +n\> 0, This is equivalent to saying that the trivial solution of (1.1) has the same stability as that of Then system (1.1) does not undergo stability switching. Proof. In both cases, we have g(u>) > 0 for a> > 0. □ Remark. Theoretically speaking, the condition 7j{ = tj4 = 0 is not essential in the considerations presented prior to Theorem 2.4. Without rj, = rjA = 0, Eq. (2.16) will become an inequality of the form 0) + Aco + B > 0, where A and B are functions of ajj and rji. In this case, we can still obtain a lower bound for co, which may be more complicated.
3. Applications. Results obtained in the previous section may appear to be complicated. Below we present two simple examples that illustrate their applications.
Consider first x(t) + axx(t) + a0x(t) -J x(t + 0) dri(d), (3.1) where rf = f°_T \dtj(d)\ < oo and there is a v > 0 such that f°Te v6 \dt](6)\ < +00 .
Denote a = f°T \0 dtj(6)\. The following theorem generalizes Theorems 3.22 and 3.23 in [7] , which deal only with discrete delay equations. \ ti(l) = -a0u(t) -atv(t) + f_z u(t + 8)dt} (6) .
In the following, we apply Theorem 2.4 to system (3.2). We have 8) is a nonconstant and nonincreasing function with bounded variation. The following theorem generalizes Theorem 3.28 in [7] and Theorem 1 in [6] . Hence, for p} > -e, Eq. (3.9) fails to hold. This proves the theorem. □
